
Litigation Insurance

Solving problems with creative, leading-edge insurance solutions 

for parties to the dispute, solicitors, litigation funders and 

insolvency practitioners.

Achieving certainty in an uncertain legal environment: To mitigate 

risk and bring greater certainty to outcomes, the litigation market 

needs a team with expertise, experience, meticulous attention 

to detail and market clout. One which is ‘frequently lauded as a 

standout firm by wider market sources’. And that’s us.

Whether you’re a law firm, litigation funder or insolvency 

practitioner, you seek dispute resolution insurances that can 

give confidence to pursue the claim. In a recent study by the 

independent ranking agency, Chambers and Partners, our  

team came out top on the sophistication of our work and  

on client service.

  Gallagher was awarded Band 1 status in the Chambers  

and Partners 2022—‘Chambers Insight – Client & Market 

Intelligence’ report.

 www.chambers.com

What Our Clients Say About Us

“Frequently lauded as a standout firm by wider  

 market sources.

” (Chambers and Partners, 2022)

“Most wider market respondents regard it as a sector leader,  

 citing both its size and experience. Client testimony is   

 equally effusive, with interviewees describing the team as   

 ‘incredibly user-friendly,’ knowledgeable and flexible.

” (Chambers and Partners, 2022)

“Gallagher’s style of presenting risk is unparalleled and   

 second to none … If I was a client, the broker I’d choose  

 is Gallagher.

” (Market Commentator, 2022)

These are brief product descriptions only. Please refer to the policy documentation paying particular attention to the terms and conditions, exclusions, warranties, subjectivities, 
excesses and any endorsements.

“The Gallagher team is proactive, accessible and able to   

 solve issues quickly, and at a better price than competitors.  

 We have a very close relationship with them.

” (Client, 2022)

“They are head and shoulders above others in the market;   

 they have huge capacity and solid structures.

” (Market Commentator, 2022)

Litigation Insurance Solutions

After the Event (ATE) Insurance: Designed to insulate claimants 

from having to pay opponents costs that they are legally liable to 

pay in the event they lose their action.

Security for Costs: A solution to ‘upgrade’ an ATE insurance policy 

to a non-avoidable instrument thus making it adequate to satisfy a 

requirement to provide security for costs.

Cross Undertakings: This can be particularly useful for clients who 

are largely illiquid or for liquidators with a limited fighting fund, 

who for good reason need to pursue a freezing injunction.

Capital Protection/WIP Insurance: Capital protection insurance 

insures some or all of the cash deployed (usually by a litigation 

funder) in bringing a legal action in the event the case is 

unsuccessful and they are unable to yield a return. WIP protection 

insurance insures some of the firms’ accrued but unbilled fees if  

the case is unsuccessful.

Judgment Preservation/Appeal Protection: Suitable for claimants 

or defendants, judgment preservation allows you to ‘lock in’ a 

favourable judgment and protect yourselves against that decision 

being overturned on appeal.

Arbitration Proceedings Award Default Insurance: Covers the risk 

of a sovereign state being unwilling or unable to pay an arbitration 

award made against it.

Litigation Buyout/Contingent Risks: Contingent risk insurance is a 

broad title that essentially captures any risk that can be evaluated 

for legal uncertainty.

Residency Tax: Onshore tax authorities’ may challenge the 

tax residency of an offshore company/SPV in situations where 

they consider that the tax residence rules have not been met or 

breached. Sophisticated tax insurance solutions exist to provide 

cover for such risks.
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